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The pseudorotation of tetrahydrofuran THF C4H8O has been studied using density functional
theory, with respect to the valence orbital responses to the ionization potentials and to orbital
electron and momentum distributions. Three conformations of THF, the global minimum
structure Cs, local minimum structure C2, and a transition state structure C1, which are
characteristic configurations on the potential energy surface, are examined using the
SAOP /et-pVQZ //B3LYP /6-311+ +G** models with the aforementioned dual space analysis. It is
noted in the ionization energy spectra that the minimum structures Cs and C2 are not directly
connected by pseudorotation, but through the transition state structure C1. As a result, some orbitals
of the Cs conformer are able to “correlate” to orbitals of the C2 conformer without a strict symmetry
constraint, i.e., orbital 7a of the Cs conformer is correlated to orbital 5b of the C2 conformer. It is
also noted that although the valence orbital ionization potentials are not significantly altered by the
pseudorotation of THF, their spectra mainly due to excitation are quite different indeed. Detailed
orbital analysis based on dual space analysis is given. The valence orbital behavior of the
conformations is orbital dependent. It can be approximately divided into three groups: the “signature
group” is associated with orbitals experiencing significant changes. The frontier orbitals are in this
group. The “nearly identical group” includes orbitals without apparent changes across the
conformations. Most of the orbitals showing a certain degree of distortion during the pseudorotation
process belong to the third group. The present study demonstrates that a comprehensive
understanding of the pseudorotation of THF and its dynamics requires multidimensional information
and that the information gained from momentum space is complementary to that from the more
familiar coordinate space. © 2008 American Institute of Physics. DOI: 10.1063/1.2838852
I. INTRODUCTION
Conformational analysis is a subject of paramount im-
portance when a better understanding of the origin of a great
variety of physical, chemical, and biological processes is de-
sired. For example, conformational analysis allowed Kil-
patrick et al. to explain the anomalously high entropy of
cyclopentane in terms of a conformational phenomenon de-
noted as pseudorotation.1 As another example, the determi-
nation of torsional potentials around the C–C single bond in
1,3-butadiene and conjugated systems still remains a very
active research area.2 Indeed, understanding the equilibrium
between the s-trans and s-cis conformers is an important
factor when rationalizing the mechanism involved in funda-
mental reactions in organic chemistry such as cheletropic and
Diels-Alder cycloadditions.3 As a biological illustration of
the importance of conformational analysis one could mention
that experimental and theoretical conformational studies on
biomolecules, such as amino acids, have been the focus of a
great deal of attention in recent literature because of their
biological significance as building blocks of peptides and
proteins.4
In this brief discussion of the applications of conforma-
tional analysis in different fields we should also stress the
importance of conformational preferences in pharmacology.
The analysis becomes crucial when planning the synthesis of
molecules exhibiting biological activity to be employed as
potential drugs in the therapeutic treatments of diseases such
as acquired immune deficiency syndrome AIDS.5
Since geometrical changes and energy variations accom-
panying conformational motions for a given molecule can be
rather small, determination of the most stable structure can
become an extraordinarily difficult task.6–8 This is indeed the
case for tetrahydrofuran THF, a heterocyclic five-
membered ring which can be regarded as a prototypical
structural unit of, say, carbohydrate and biological
molecules.9 Thus, for example, a derivative of THF, azidot-
hymine, is commonly recognized as the first anti-AIDS drug
used in antiviral chemotherapy and prophylaxis in the United
States.10
THF is not a planar molecule in the gas phase but ex-
aAuthor to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic mail:
fwang@swin.edu.au.
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hibits pesudorotation,1 that is, a vibrational motion in which
the molecule consecutively transforms into a number of en-
ergetically quite similar structures: envelope like EoCs,
EC1, EC1, EoCs, EC1, EC1 and twisted
TC2, T
C2 conformations see Fig. 1. Pseudorota-
tion allows the THF to invert Eo→Eo in Fig. 1 without
passing through the higher-energy planar structure by means
of a ring-puckering motion.
Over the last four decades, pseudorotation of THF has
been investigated6,8 and a number of experimental structural
studies on THF, mostly using infrared and microwave spec-
troscopy, have been published. However, a general consen-
sus about the minimum energy structure of this molecule has
not been achieved yet. While Engerholm et al.12 and Meyer
et al.13 proposed a potential function for pseudorotation in
THF with four equivalent minima EC1, EC1, EC1,
EC1, Mamleev et al.
14
and Melnik et al.8 reported that
the twisted TC2 and T
C2 conformations represent
two equivalent global minima structures for THF. The previ-
ous work illustrates the enormous difficulties associated with
the conformational analysis of the THF. Indeed, after about
40 years of both theoretical and experimental
research,6,8,12–14 the question of the equilibrium geometry of
THF has not been resolved.
From the theoretical point of view, several works,8,9,15,16
employing MP2 or density functional theory DFT B3LYP
methodologies, with Pople’s or Dunning’s standard basis
sets,11 predicted the twisted conformations to be the global
minima on the potential energy surface PES. More recently,
a theoretical study, in which geometry optimizations were
carried out at the MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ level, has been
published.7 The energy predictions were estimated through
CCSDT/cc-pVTZ single-point calculations, extrapolated to
the complete basis set CBS limit17 by means of a series
of MP2/cc-pVXZ X=T ,Q ,5 calculations and consideration
of anharmonic contributions CCSDT /cc-pVTZ //MP2 /
cc-pVTZ+CBSMP2-TQ5+ZPEanharmonic level. Such
a high level ab initio methodology predicted a PES like the
one presented in Fig. 2, with EoCs and EoCs being global
minima structures, TC2 and T
C2 local minima
structures, and EC1, EC1, EC1, EC1 represent-
ing transition structures connecting the different minima.
This theoretical prediction differs from all the previously
proposed PESs.6,8,9,12–16 Rayón and Sordo7 stressed the fact
that since the energy differences between the involved struc-
tures are so small, special care should be exercised when
choosing an appropriate computational level to deal with the
extremely difficult conformational problem of pseudorota-
tion in THF.
Because of the complexities and subtleties associated
with obtaining and analyzing position space energy
information,7 it has been shown to be beneficial to examine
the problem in a different way. To that end, information from
momentum space momentum distributions or MDs can be
very valuable. Yang et al.18 employed this approach and fo-
cused on the identification of symmetries of the highest oc-
cupied molecular orbital HOMO of the C2 and Cs conform-
ers of THF by using dual space analysis DSA.19 They
found the most populated conformer of this molecule in the
gas phase under the experimental conditions to be the Cs
conformer, in agreement with the high level ab initio
predictions.7
In the present work, we extend previous studies on THF
by reporting the results of comprehensive quantum mechan-
ics QM orbital MD simulations of the individual outer va-
lence orbitals of this molecule. As some of the orbital MDs
of THF are not yet fully resolved by experiment,18 the
present study will provide additional information that might
well help to complement the experimental work. In addition,
various QM models will be employed in order to assess their
performance as well as the suitability of the different ap-
proximations on which such models are based.
The final stage of any conformational study should in-
volve a dynamical treatment which can only be accom-
plished when the structures appearing on the PES are well
FIG. 1. Pseudorotation of THF. The principal a axis coincides with the C2
axis, and the b axis is within the plane of the nonpuckered ring center.
Envelope E conformations are characterized by coplanarity of four adja-
cent ring atoms and twisted conformations T by coplanarity of three adja-
cent ring atoms and the midpoint between the opposite bonds. The indices
refer to ring atoms above superscript or below subscript the ab plane.
FIG. 2. Ab initio potential function for pseudorotation in THF see text for
details.
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characterized. The present study contributes to that goal by
employing an appropriate theoretical tool: DSA.19
II. METHODS AND COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS
In the present study, geometries of the Cs, C1, and C2
structures involved in pseudorotation of THF were obtained
at the B3LYP /6-311+ +G** level,18 using the GAUSSIAN03
Ref. 20 packages of programs. Hessian calculations
showed that both Cs and C2 structures have all positive fre-
quencies, suggesting that they could be characterized as
minimum configurations on the PES.7,18 The C1 conforma-
tion resulted in negative frequencies,18 indicating that it is a
transition structure connecting the Cs and C2 minima struc-
tures. The 6-311+ +G** basis set was chosen because it ap-
pears to give good geometric properties in combination with
DFT models, whereas reduced bases, such as Pople’s stan-
dard 6-31G* basis set, seem not to be appropriate in some
cases.
21 A recent DFT conformation study on methyl
tetrahydrofuran-2-carboxylate supports this, revealing that a
number of DFT functionals available in the GAUSSIAN03
computational package, such as B1LYP, B3LYP, B3P86,
B3PW91, B98, BHandHLYP, MPW1PW91, and PBE1PBE,
do not provide an unambiguous PES when used with the
6-31G* basis set, but give a uniform picture when paired
with the cc-pVTZ basis set.21 This result is not surprising as
a number of factors, such as the DFT functionals, basis sets
Gaussian or Slater, the combination of the DFT functional
and the basis sets, as well as the properties studied and the
molecules themselves, affect the results.22,23
DSA Ref. 19 has been employed in the present confor-
mational study. This type of analysis, providing a combined
method for processing information from coordinate and mo-
mentum spaces such as energies and orbital MDs, has proven
capable of providing a unique, novel, and comprehensive
means to study conformers unambiguously.2,4b,18,24–28
Vertical ionization energies approximated using nega-
tive orbital energies and orbital MDs in the outer valence
space IPi20 eV of the THF conformers were obtained by
using QM models from DFT that employ two different func-
tionals: a the B3LYP functional29,30 and b the statistical
average of orbital potential SAOP functional.31,32 B3LYP
was chosen because it is one of the most popular DFT func-
tionals, providing good results in a wide variety of
problems.11 B3LYP is a hybrid functional which includes
exact exchange from Hartree-Fock theory. The SAOP func-
tional was chosen because it was specially designed to pro-
vide a good prediction of the exchange-correlation Kohn-
Sham potential in the calculation of vertical excitation
energies for both the outermost occupied orbital as well as
for the inner orbitals. An even-tempered et Slater-type or-
bital STO split-valence quadruple-zeta plus polarization
PVQZ basis set et-PVQZ Ref. 33 was employed in the
DFT SAOP calculations of orbital energies and MDs. It has
been shown recently24 that et-STO calculations exhibit an
overall good quality for the orbital density distributions in
momentum space, in good agreement to the experimental
electron momentum spectroscopy EMS measurements.
Under the Born-Oppenheimer approximation and the
plane-wave impulse approximation,34,35 the triple differential
EMS cross section momentum distribution EMS is propor-
tional to the spherically averaged square of the Fourier trans-
form of a Dyson orbital
EMS pi2dp, 1
where p denotes a plane-wave spin orbital with that momen-
tum exp−ipr and i, the Dyson orbital, is given by
i = 	N  ¯  fN−11,2, . . . ,i − 1,i + 1, . . . ,N
i
N1,2, . . . ,Ndr1dr2, . . . ,dri−1dri+1, . . . ,drN,
2
with 1 ,2 , . . . ,N representing the electronic spin and space
coordinates. 	 f
N−1
and 	i
N
are the electronic many-body
wave functions for the final ion f and the target i molecular
ground electronic states.
Within the so-called target Kohn-Sham approximation,36
the renormalized Dyson orbitals i can be approximated in
terms of the Kohn-Sham orbitals 
i according to
i 
 	Si
i, 3
where SI
i is a spectroscopic factor.36
Substitution of Eq. 3 in 1 and further application of
the Dirac-Fourier transformation, 
ip= p 
ir, gives
EMS SI
i  
ip2dp, 4
where 
ip is the momentum space canonical Kohn-Sham
orbital.
In the present work, the Kohn-Sham orbitals were gen-
erated using SAOP /et-pVQZ //B3LYP /6-311+ +G** QM
models in coordinate space. Then, the orbital MDs perfect-
resolution EMS cross sections of the C2, C1, and Cs THF
conformers were simulated using the HEMS program.37,38 It
should be noted that the momentum distributions shown in
the present study are different than those shown in Ref. 18;
the distributions shown in Ref. 18 incorporate experimental
resolution into their calculation, thus providing a full theo-
retical simulation of the experiment.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Ionization energy offers a quantum mechanical diagnos-
tic for the oxidative potential of species; there is a strong
correlation between a molecules’ ionization potential IP
and its ability to reduce a target molecule.39 Table I lists the
vertical IPs of the minima Cs and C2 conformers in valence
space, respectively, calculated using HF/aug-cc-pVTZ,
SAOP/et-pVQZ, and B3LYP/et-pVQZ models. It is seen in
this table that the orbital symmetries of the Cs and C2 con-
formers produced using the three models are consistent for
the Cs conformer, whereas the order of the 4b and 6a orbital
pair highlighted in the table for the C2 conformer in the
HF/aug-cc-pVTZ and SAOP/et-pVQZ models are altered.
This suggests that the inclusion of electron correlation en-
ergy may contribute to the exchange of the orbital pair, since
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the B3LYP/et-pVQZ calculations agree with the SAOP/et-
pVQZ model. The orbital energies of the pair are very close
in value as 22.01 and 22.02 eV for 4b and 6a, respectively,
using the HF model. The energy splitting of the same orbital
pair is as large as 0.24 eV when electron correlation effects
are included SAOP/et-pVQZ. It is also noted that the cal-
culated orbital energies of the conformations are slightly dif-
ferent from those given in Ref. 18 using the same SAOP/et-
pVTZ method based on a different set of MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ
optimized geometries. Comparison with the photoelectron
spectroscopy and EMS measurements shows that the ener-
gies of the frontier orbitals are slightly less accurately calcu-
lated when the THF geometry is based on the
B3LYP /6-311+ +G** as in the present study, whereas there
is an improvement in agreement of the valence orbital ener-
gies in the middle band of the valence space. Two orbitals of
the Cs conformer, 8a and 11a are accidentally degenerate
at the SAOP/et-pVQZ level, which is consistent with the
experiments,18,40 at least within the limits of experimental
resolution. This orbital pair may be readily differentiated us-
ing their orbital MDs, however, due to their differing sym-
metries. This will be discussed in more detail below.
Although Ref. 18 produced outer valence ionization
spectra of the most populated THF conformer, Cs, they did
not attempt to examine how the valence orbitals of the con-
formations would respond to the pseudorotation of THF. This
question does not have a simple answer, because i the en-
ergy barriers between the conformers through pseudorotation
are small,16 leading to experimental spectral congestion and
ii the Cs and C2 conformers of THF are not directly corre-
lated; their association is always through the C1 conforma-
tion as a transition state as shown in Figs. 1 and 2. An energy
diagram shown in Fig. 3 associates the occupied orbital
energies in the valence space for the Cs and C2 conformers,
through those of the C1 transition state. As observed in Fig.
2, the three conformations are characteristic structures on the
cross section of the pseudorotation potential energy surface.
Although C1 represents a transition state on the cross section,
it connects the two minima structures of Cs and C2 through
pseudorotation.
The requirements for the formation of MOs for conform-
TABLE I. Valence ionization energies IPs of THF calculated using different models.
HF/aug-cc-pVTZa SAOP/et-pVQZa B3LYP/et-pVQZa
Cs
Sym i eV
C2
Sym i eV
Csb
Sym i eV
C2
Sym i eV
Cs
Sym i eV
C2
Sym i eV
12a 11.42 9b 11.10 12a 10.619.74 9b 10.30 12a 7.06 9b 6.76
8a 12.71 11a 12.62 8a 12.2111.52 11a 11.96 8a 8.82 11a 8.58
11a 12.80 10a 13.01 11a 12.21 10a 12.36 11a 8.99 10a 9.08
7a 13.34 8b 13.43 7a 12.6312.07 8b 12.77 7a 9.44 8b 9.62
10a 13.58 9a 13.70 10a 12.9612.52 9a 13.00 10a 9.72 9a 9.80
6a 14.82 7b 15.19 6a 14.1014.1 7b 14.25 6a 10.92 7b 11.11
9a 15.92 8a 16.06 9a 14.4914.5 8a 14.74 9a 11.34 8a 11.70
5a 16.71 6b 16.07 5a 15.3915.4 6b 15.04 5a 12.24 6b 11.88
8a 18.24 7a 18.29 8a 16.2516.8 7a 16.49 8a 13.19 7a 13.49
7a 18.55 5b 18.63 7a 16.57 5b 16.78 7a 13.50 5b 13.79
4a 21.81 4b 22.01 4a 18.9119.3c 6a 18.90 4a 16.08 6a 16.08
6a 22.37 6a 22.02 6a 19.16 4b 19.14 6a 16.32 4b 16.35
3a 26.90 3b 26.96 3a 22.49 3b 22.72 3a 19.90 3b 20.16
5a 28.64 5a 28.91 5a 23.71 5a 23.87 5a 21.19 5a 21.39
4a 37.40 4a 37.08 4a 30.31 4a 30.60 4a 27.94 4a 28.27
aB3LYP /6-311+ +G** geometries were used.
bHeI photoelectron spectrum of tetrahydrofuran from Ref. 44 are given in the parentheses.
cFrom Ref. 18 of a recent EMS measurement.
FIG. 3. Valence ionization potential energies of THF conformations: Cs
left, C1 middle, and C2 right. The energy levels in red in color or gray
in black and white indicate the orbitals associated with asymmetric orbitals
a of the Cs conformer.
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ers of a polyatomic molecule are energy and symmetry.41
Correlations of the MOs among the THF conformations as a
function of the pseudorotation motion angle  can be repre-
sented in a diagram like Fig. 3, which is similar to the Walsh
molecular orbital diagram42 for diatomic molecules. The cor-
relations can be obvious by their orbital shapes for diatomic
molecules and polyatomic molecular configurations pro-
duced by rotations around a single bond, such as n-butane.43
This may not be the case, however, for sugar puckering
pseudorotation in molecules such as THF. The relaxation of
symmetry restrictions in different point group symmetries,
such as C2 and Cs, may result in changes of point groups and
changes of electronic states from, e.g., the ground state to
excited or ionized states.41 Such changes in point groups
among configurations only occur in polyatomic molecules
such as THF, as shown in MO set 11 of
7aCs-11aC1-5bC2 refer to Table II. The association
of the 7a MO of the Cs conformer and the 5b of the C2
conformer indicates the changes in point groups, which is
discussed in later sections.
The structures of the valence orbitals do not exhibit sig-
nificant energy changes during the pseudorotation motion as
shown in Fig. 3. The electronic spectra, which are produced
by excitation/ionization transitions among the occupied and
virtual orbitals of the conformations, however, are quite dif-
ferent. This is a result of the subtle differences in valence
energies, electric dipoles, and orbital symmetries of the con-
formations and, therefore, different probabilities for various
transitions of electrons in the three conformers shown. The
simulated electronic spectra density of states of the THF
conformations are given in Fig. 4. The spectra are generated
using transitions to excited states from the occupied orbitals,
with a Gaussian linewidth of 0.05Eh, i.e., 0.136 eV, based
on the SAOP/et-pVQZ model calculations. As indicated ear-
lier, similar patterns of their valence orbitals shown in Fig. 3
do not necessarily lead to similarities in their spectra, as the
probabilities of transitions and their intensities will alter sig-
nificantly in individual conformations. Figure 4 indeed indi-
cates that the three conformations are different species.
Figures 2–4 show properties dominated by energetics.
We now explore information revealed by orbitals of the spe-
cies. All 15 symmetry correlated molecular orbital MO sets
based on Fig. 3 of the valence orbital MDs of the three
conformations are shown in Fig. 5. The responses of valence
orbital MDs to the pseudorotation is, in general, orbital de-
pendent. These orbital MDs can be classified into three
groups based on their degree of response to pseudorotation,
as follows: group I orbitals MO sets 20-18, 11, and 9 in
Table II which respond significantly to the pseudorotation
motion of tetrahydrofuran, including five sets of orbital trios
colored in yellow for color or light gray in black and
white in Table II; group III orbitals MO sets 17 and 6 of
7aCs-17aC1-8bC2 and 4aCs-6aC1-4aC2 exhibit
TABLE II. Dominant contributions from atomic orbitals to valence MOs of the conformations SAOP/et-
pVQZ. Dominant contributions with interactions stronger than 10% are shown in this table.
MO
set
Cs C1 C2
MO AOs MO AOs MO AOs
20 12a O2p+H1s 20a O2p 9b O2p+H1s
19 8a C2p+O2p+H1s 19a O2p 11a C2p+O2p
18 11a C2p+O2p+H1s 18a H1s 10a C2p+H1s
17 7a C2p+H1s 17a C2p 8b C2p+H1s
16 10a C2p+O2p 16a C2p+O2p+H1s 9a C2p+O2p+H1s
15 6a C2p+O2p+H1s 15a C2p+O2p+H1s 7b C2p+O2p+H1s
14 9a C2p+O2p+H1s 14a C2p+O2p+H1s 8a C2p+H1s
13 5a C2p+O2p+H1s 13a C2p+O2p+H1s 6b C2p+O2p+H1s
12 8a C2p+H1s 12a O2p+H1s 7a C2p+O2p+H1s
11 7a C2p+H1s 11a O2p+H1s 5b C2p+O2p+H1s
10 4a C2p /Vir.+O2p+H1s 10aa C2p+O2s ,2p 6a C2s ,2p+H1s
9 6a C2s+H1s 9aa O2s ,2p+H1s 4b C2p ,Vir.+O2p+H1s
8 3a C2s+O2p+H1s 8a C2p+O2p 3b C2s+O2p+H1s
7 5a C2s+H1s 7a C2s 5a C2s ,2p+O2p+H1s
6 4a C2s+O2s 6a O2s 4a C2s+O2s
aWeak interactions of less than 10% contributions in these orbitals.
FIG. 4. Simulated electron spectra of Cs top panel, C1 middle panel, and
C2 bottom panel conformers using SAOP/et-pVQZ. The spectral line
broadening is generated using a Gaussian profile with a line width of 0.05Eh,
i.e., 0.135 eV.
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almost identical orbital MDs which are colored in dark gray
in Table II; and group II orbitals MO sets of 16-12, 10,
8-7. Orbitals in this group show a certain degree of distor-
tion in orbital momentum distributions but no significant
changes. The majority of the valence orbitals are classified as
group II orbitals.
Orbitals in group II MO sets 16-12, 10, 8-7 may be
considered as a transition from group I signature orbitals to
group III nearly identical orbitals. Combining Fig. 5 and
Table II, it is seen that the valence orbital MDs exhibit con-
formational similarities in pairs: the middle bond of the va-
lence orbitals, MO sets of 15-12, exhibit similarities between
C1 and Cs conformations; whereas the inner band of valence
orbitals, MO sets of 7–8 show a closer relationship between
C1 and C2. Two MO sets, 10 and 16, show certain similari-
ties between the C2 and Cs conformers. The variation of
pairing among the Cs, C1, and C2 conformations indicates
that connections at various stages are possible among the
conformations due to the low energy barriers of pseudorota-
tion, which may lead to some experimental measurements to
favor certain configurations depending on the experimental
conditions used such as temperature and pressure.
For the group III orbitals, which are colored in gray in
Table II, MO set 17, i.e., 7aCs-17aC1-8bC2 is the forth
frontier orbital of the conformers in the valence space,
whereas the other set of orbitals, MO set 6
4aCs-6aC1-4aC2, is the innermost valence orbital of
the THF conformations. As indicated in Figs. 3 and 5, this
couple of sets of orbitals is not so sensitive to the pseudoro-
tation motion of the THF ring. The ring puckering changes
neither the orbital momentum distributions not the orbital
energies very much. However, although nearly identical in
momentum space and in energy across the conformations,
the bonding mechanisms of the two sets of orbitals are not
the same. Orbital MDs of the innermost valence orbital set 6
4aCs-6aC1-4aC2 indicate a strong s-electron contri-
bution because of the half bell shaped momentum distribu-
tions, whereas orbital set 17 7aCs-17aC1-8bC2 indi-
cates that electrons with higher angular momenta l0 are
involved.44
Table II lists the dominant atomic orbital AO contribu-
tions to the valence MO from the present
SAOP /et-pVQZ //B3LYP /6-311+ +G** calculations. It
demonstrates that valence orbitals are dominated by the 2s
and 2p AO of the “heavy atoms” nonhydrogen first row
elements Li–Ne as well as the 1s AO on hydrogen. This
table also suggests certain patterns of bonding mechanisms
among the configurations in which certain orbitals may be
likely associated. It is noted that the AO contributions to the
MO 4a of the Cs conformer, MO 6a of the C1 conforma-
tions, and MO 4a of the C2 conformer of THF are all domi-
nated by contributions from the 2s AOs of the component for
the Cs and C2 conformers, the 2s AO contributions to their
intermost MOs, 4a and 4a, are from the associated C an O
FIG. 5. All the valence orbital MDs of the Cs, C1, and C2 conformations of tetrahydrofuran. Associations among the valence orbital MDs of the three
conformations are made according to the ionization energy diagram in Fig. 3.
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atoms, whereas only the 2s AO of the O atom makes
contributions to the 6a MO of the C1 conformation due
to its low symmetry restriction. For MO set 17
7aCs-17aC1-8bC2, in the outer valence space on the
other hand, all MOs are dominated by the 2p AOs. For ex-
ample, the 17a orbital of the C1 conformer is dominated by
the carbon 2p AOs alone. For the higher symmetry conform-
ers, the associated set 17 MO is dominated by the overlap of
the 2p AO of carbon and the 1s AO of hydrogen; the addi-
tional symmetry restrictions present in the Cs and C2 con-
formers ensure the hydrogen contribution to this orbital.
However, the overlap between a 2p l=1 AO and 1s l=0
AOs does not change the angular momentum of the orbitals,
so that the resulting molecular orbitals are unlikely to pos-
sess more nodal planes in the orbital electron density distri-
butions. The orbitals of the conformations therefore exhibit
nearly identical orbitals MDs.
The orbital ratio that associated an a-symmetry orbital in
the Cs conformer 7a with a b-symmetry orbital in the C2
conformer 5b, via the 11a orbital to the C1 transition state,
is shown in greater detail in Fig. 6. The orbital electron con-
tours in Figs. 6a and 6b reveal the relaxation of the shape
or electron density distributions due to the changes in sym-
metry of the configurations. While the configurations exhibit
certain similarities in orbitals 7a Cs and 11a C1, such
similarities cannot be maintained in orbital 5b when the C2
conformer is formed. The orbital loses the “ring” shape in C2
bottom view in Fig. 6b, which is revealed quantitatively
by orbital MDs as shown in Fig. 6c.
The orbital MDs of set 17 7aCs-17aC1-8bC2 are
nearly identical, suggesting that this set of orbitals in their
conformations is dominated by a similar bonding mechanism
of carbon 2p AOs. The shape of the orbital MDs suggests
that the set of orbitals might be associated with AOs of
higher angular momentum quantum numbers, such as d-AOs
leading to a d-AO like contributions to this MO set. To ex-
plore the orbital bonding mechanism, the electron density
contours of orbital set 17 are given in Fig. 7, which indicates
that the orbitals are dominated by carbon 2p-AOs in an an-
tibonding fashion, with certain similarities to a d-AO. There-
fore, this set of MOs is not dominated by d-AOs but 2p-AOs
of carbon.
MO sets in group I include three sets of frontier orbitals,
MO set 20-18 12aCs-20aC1-11aC2 HOMO Cs;
8aCs-19aC1-9bC2, HOMO-1 Cs, and
11aCs-18aC1-10aC2, HOMO-2 Cs, as well as two
FIG. 6. Orbital similarities and differences revealed by the orbital electron
density contours and orbital MDs for MO set 17 7aCs-11aC1-5bC2.
FIG. 7. The subtle differences in MO set 11 7aCs-11aC1-6bC2—the
orbital MDs are nearly identical indicating certain similarities in their bond-
ing mechanism.
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MO sets 11 and 9 of other valence orbitals, i.e.,
7aCs-11aC1-5aC2 and 4aCs-9aC1-4aC2.
The signature MOs differentiate the individual responses to
the conformations and therefore yield important information
at different stages of the pseudorotation motion of THE. As
indicated in Table II highlighted in yellow, bonding mecha-
nisms are very different in all of these five signature MOs
MO sets 20-18, 11, and 2 or in the same set of MOs across
the conformations e.g., MO set 19 for Cs, C1, and C2. The
orbital MDs of the inner valence orbitals, MO set 9
6aCs-9aC1-6aC2 and MO set 11
7aCs-11aC1-5aC2, show similarities and difference
which pair Cs and C1 but differentiate from C2. In MO set
11, orbital 7a of the Cs conformer is dominated by C2p
+H1s, but orbital 11aCs receives contributions from
O2p+H1s. The bond formed by the 2p and 1s AOs ex-
hibits similarities as manifested in their orbital MDs. How-
ever, the contribution of C2p+O2p+H1s to the 5b or-
bital of the C2 conformer causes a change to the orbital’s
MD.
The HOMO-1 and HOMO-2 8a and 11a, of the Cs
conformer are nearly degenerate in energy in the present cal-
culations, indicating that energetic properties of this orbital
pair may not be an ideal way to differentiate them. Their
orbitals; either in position space as orbital electron density
distributions or in momentum space as orbital momentum
distributions, demonstrate their significantly different chemi-
cal bonding mechanisms. Figure 8 displays the HOMO-1 and
HOMO-2 pair of the Cs conformer in a position space and
b momentum space. In the more familiar position space,
the orbital contours indicate that orbital 8a receives domi-
nant contributions from the C2p+H1s AOs while the O
atom is on the molecular plane. The H1s AOs enhance the
anti- bonding mechanism which is displayed in momentum
space as bell shaped orbital MDs. Orbital 11a on the other
hand, exhibits strong bonding in the C–O–C and HH2–CH2
regions as shown in Fig. 8a right. The existence of certain
curved nodal “planes” in their electron distributions results
in the distorted orbital MDs as given in Fig. 8b dashed
line.
In agreement with Ref. 22 using the B3LYP /6−311+
+G** wave functions for the HOMOs of the Cs and C2 con-
formers, the present SAOP/et-pVQZ model indeed supports
the conclusion made regarding the symmetries of the HO-
MOs. Figure 9 a front view and b back view shows the
HOMOs of Cs 12a, left, C1 20a, middle, and HOMO-1
of C2 11a, right conformations in order to explore how the
orbitals are associated during pseudorotation. In position
space, the orbital front view shows certain similarities of the
configurations during different stages of the ring pseudorota-
tion, such as the strong -antibonding in the C–O–C re-
gion. However, for this MO, perhaps it is the CH2–CH2
region opposite to C–O–C which contributes to the changes
in their bonding characters, as demonstrated in Fig. 9b, the
back view. It is interesting that the four hydrogen atoms as-
sociated with the CH2–CH2 region of THF play very differ-
ent roles in their bonding: in orbital 12a Cs, only a pair of
the four hydrogen atoms makes small contributions to the
HOMO 12a in a bowling ball shape situated on the same
side of the ring. When the ring loses the symmetry plane and
becomes C1, the puckering of the ring in fact leaves only one
of the four hydrogen atoms remaining unbound, which also
changes the electron distributions in the CH2–CH2 region.
As a result of the symmetry loss, the bowling ball shaped
FIG. 8. The orbitals with accidental energy degeneracy: orbitals 8a and
11a for the Cs conformer. The electron density contours and orbital MDs
for these orbitals are not the same. FIG. 9. Frontier orbital associations in the Cs, C1, and C2 conformations.
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hydrogen electron distribution no longer exists but the major
features of the C–O–C region remain in the HOMO of the C1
conformer.
The orbital in the C1 conformer associated with the HO-
MOs of Cs and C1 is the HOMO-1 11a. Electron distribu-
tions of the C–O–C region are only slightly distorted, which
is seen in Fig. 9a right for the electron density distribution
and Fig. 9d dash-dotted line for orbital MDs. The appar-
ent difference in the back view of this orbital 11a, again
stems from the bonding of the four hydrogen atoms in the
CH2–CH2 region. The pair of hydrogen atoms on either side
of the C–C bond do not make a significant contribution to
orbital 11a of the C2 conformer, whereas the other hydrogen
pair do; they show a sausage-shaped electron density distri-
butions rather than the bowling ball shaped distribution as in
orbital 12a of the Cs conformer. The symmetry correlated
orbital MDs of the conformations, in which 12a and 20a are
the HOMOs for Cs and C1, respectively, but orbital 11a is
the HOMO-1 for conformer C2 in Fig. 9c, indeed demon-
strate the differences between the orbitals.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
The pseudorotation of tetrahydrofuran THF has been
studied using molecular orbital theory. The valence spaces of
three characteristic configurations, Cs, C1, and C2, have been
investigated in position and momentum space using dual
space analysis DSA. The orbital symmetries of these con-
formations produced by the pseudorotation exhibit changes
in point groups quite different from those produced by con-
formers arising from rotations around a single bond such as
n-butane.2,4,40 The conformers of THF represent the local
minima which connect via the C1 transition state on the PES.
Pseudorotation is a very important process to understand
sugar puckering and, therefore, DNA/RNA fragments and
their structures, interactions, and dynamics. The present
study also demonstrates that a comprehensive understanding
of the pseudorotation of THF requires multidimensional in-
formation: energy and wave function, in position space and
momentum space. The THF conformations yield only subtle
differences in energy, such as the total energies and the va-
lence orbital energies. The later makes it difficult to differ-
entiate the conformers from a number of energy dominant
experiments. However, their electronic spectra mainly due
to excitation certainly indicate that the conformers are dif-
ferent species as little similarities among their individual
spectra are shown. However, the differences in their elec-
tronic spectra are sufficient to prove that the conformers are
not the same species but insufficient to identify which spec-
tra belongs to which conformer and the stability of each con-
former in a mixture.
Orbitals are important and fundamental information to
trace other molecular properties and dynamics of a species.
The present work indicates the importance of combining in-
formation from position space and momentum space, that is,
the importance of dual space analysis. The accidentally de-
generate orbitals, 8a and 11a of the Cs conformer, show
few similarities in their orbitals, but orbitals with subtle dif-
ferences in electron distributions in space can be easily dif-
ferentiated using their orbital MDs. Momentum space infor-
mation provides a quantitative measurement of the orbitals
which is supplementary to assist our understanding of chemi-
cal bonding mechanism associated with processes such as
pseudorotation.
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